DATASHEET
TAKALKYD
Area of use
Solventbased paint for ground- and finishpainting of walls and ceilings in dry areas indoor. Specially aimed for
areas where a waterbourne paint can not be used. E.g. surfaces damaged by smoke, nicotin, soot etc. where there is
a risk for “bleeding”. Also surfaces which has a low binding, e.g. old gluepaint or chalkpaint can be treated with
Takalkyd.

Special properties
A traditionell alkydpaint with a mat surface without lightreflektion mainly ment for ceilings. Can be used indoors
everywhere where its special properties are necessary. As solvent is only used white spirit free from aromates.

How to use
The substrate which shall be painted shall be clean, with good adhesion, dry and dustfree. Wash, flush and remove
old paint with bad adhesion. Glossy surfaces shall be sanded mat. Apply with roller or brush. After light diluting
with white spirit, it can also be applied by spraying. The paint has a soft structure in order to achieve an even and
hiding surface. In order to get an even result, when the paint is applied by roller, it is important that the roller is
moved with soft pressure in the same direction over the surface. If you want to apply more than one layer Takalkyd
has to dry minimum 12 hour between the layers.

Technical Data
Resin:

Alkyd resin

YSAM-gr./YL-gr.: 2/00

Gloss:

3 mat (depends on number
of layer and substrate)
acc. SS-184184

Viscosity:

210 cP, Light tixotropic

Flammable:

2b, flashpoint +40oC

Density:

1,51acc. to SS-184111

Storage time:

2 year in unopened can

Solid content:

51 volume-%

Application:

Brush, roller or spraying

Thinner/Cleaning:

White spirit

Colour:

White

Covering:

5-9 m2/lit

Packaging:

1, 2.5 and 10

Drying time:

4-8 hour touchdry
12 – 16 hour dry, depending on
temperature and humidity.

Fillingdegree:

100 %

Washability:

Application temp.: Minimum + 4oC

> 10.000 laps acc.SS-184164
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